• My name’s Maddie Beange & I’m responsible for the research and the internship
programs of PRETOMA & Turtle Trax’s four sea turtle nesAng beach conservaAon
projects
• Today I’m going to talk about olive ridley nesAng behaviour at one of those
projects: Corozalito
• I’ll describe how nesAng acAvity has developed over the 8 years of monitoring the
beach and then present some exciAng results from our tagging study
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• Olive ridleys are the least studied species of sea turtle because they are the most
abundant, and thus lowest priority for conservaAon.
• Olive ridleys are interesAng because they have the most complex reproducAve
system, which is sAll largely not understood.
• Early studies focussed on arribada nesAng because it is such a unique and
unbelievably massive phenomenon.
• Now we are starAng to catch up on solitary nesAng research, which is important
because on a world wide scale it makes up for the same amount, if not more,
nesAng.
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• Here is a map published in the 10th volume of the SWOT Report, showing Costa
Rica’s sea turtle nesAng acAvity.
• The Paciﬁc coast of Costa Rica is an important area for eastern Paciﬁc olive ridley
nesAng.
• In the north are Nancite and OsAonal, which are established nesAng beaches.
OsAonal gets some of biggest arribadas in the world & the events occur monthly
throughout year.
• Solitary nesAng occurs along the enAre coast.
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• Early studies from OsAonal and Nancite suggested the olive ridley species is
reproducAvely polymorphic (Plotkin et al 1997 & Kalb 1999).
• They indicated one populaAon exhibits the arribada nesAng phenotype characterized by internesAng period of 30 days and higher nesAng site ﬁdelity.
• A separate solitary populaAon exhibits the solitary phenotype - characterized by
an internesAng period of 15-20 days and lower nesAng site ﬁdelity.
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• However, recent studies have shown that individual olive ridleys can nest both
solitarily and in arribadas within and between nesAng seasons.
• For instance, this Nancite study presented at the 33rd symposium by Luis Fonseca
found that 30% of the recaptured turtles were observed switching nesAng
behaviours.
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• So it appears that olive ridleys have the ability to display both reproducAve
strategies.
• It is likely that solitary behaviour is dependent on internal sAmuli (physiological),
explaining the shorter internesAng period of 22 days.
• On the other hand, the arribada behaviour is likely dependent on external sAmuli
(environmental or other turtles) to enable synchrony.
• The adaptaAon of the ability to delay oviposiAon by retaining eggs allows olive
ridleys to wait to nest in synchrony, and explains the longer internesAng period.
• It is unknown whether olive ridley individuals primarily exhibit one strategy
throughoub their reproducAve life stage depending on local populaAon dynamics,
with only a small porAon who use both…
• Or if the majority of the populaAon commonly switches between nesAng
behaviours throughout their reproducAve life stage.
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• The unique nesAng dynamics we’ve observed at Corozalito could shed light on this
complex olive ridley nesAng behaviour.
• PRETOMA started monitoring the beach in 2008.
• In the next few slides I’ll give an overview of the data from the ﬁrst 4 seasons,
which was presented at 32nd ISTS in Mexico by Sandra Buenoviejo.
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Corozalito is on the southern Nicoya Peninsula (SNIP) of Costa Rica, about 40 km
southeast of OsAonal
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It is the furthest north of the 4 SNIP nesAng beaches managed by PRETOMA and
Turtle Trax.
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Corozalito sees the highest levels of solitary nesAng of the four beaches.
(The recorded number of nesAng events appears lower in 2008 because Corozalito
was monitored for only 3 months, while the other project were open for 6 months)
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• We ﬁrst started the project at Corozalito because locals had reported small
arribadas events had started to occur over the last decade.
• In 2007 they esAmated an event in January was made up of about 5000 turtles.
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• We ran a pilot project in 2008, monitoring the beach for 3 months from midAugust to mid-November.
• We observed a peak night of 89 nesAng events on August 27th and a small arribada
event on September 25th.
• We didn’t see any peaks in October, so we were surprised/frustrated when the
locals reported a much larger event the week afer we closed the project. They
esAmated the size was somewhere between the previous 2 arribada events.
(The charts up to 2013 show nesAng acAvity recorded per day, rather than per night
which is why the numbers on the chart don’t exactly represent those on the table)
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• The next year we extended monitoring duraAon at Corozalito to 7 months so we
wouldn’t miss anything.
• Unfortunately there were no signiﬁcant peek events that year.
• The highest night of nesAng in 2009 was of 40 nesAng events.
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• In 2010 there were 2 nights of over 60 events at end of August and in midSeptember.
• At the end of October we counted 120 events in 1 night, which we categorized as
an arribada because it was greater than 100 nesAng events in a night.
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• Finally in 2011 our 3 years of paAence was rewarded with the big arribada event
we had been waiAng for.
• Corozalito had the largest event we had seen, with an esAmated 5000 nesAng over
2 nights in late September.
• Locals reported a second smaller event in early January, afer we had closed the
project.
(These years the esAmate of arribada size is not an accurate number. It is the number
of all the females counted during patrols. We present the number to gauge relaAve
sizes of events between year rather than abempAng esAmate an accurate number of
females).
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• From the ﬁrst four years of monitoring Corozalito, we concluded that this beach
has incredibly unique olive ridley nesAng dynamics.
• The beach was characterized by having sporadic occurrences of one or two mass
nesAng events per year.
• To our knowledge this type of beach had not been presented in previously
published literature.
• We speculated that Corozalito could be a young, growing olive ridley arribada
beach.
• As we had recorded under 2000 solitary events at this beach every year, we were
interested in studying where the turtles nesAng in the mass event were coming
from.
• They could be “arribada turtles” migraAng from arribadas in OsAonal within a
nesAng season. AlternaAvely, they could be “solitary turtles” from Corozalito and
surrounding solitary nesAng beaches switching nesAng behaviours to join the
Corozalito arribada events.
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In the past 4 years of conAnuing invesAgaAons at Corozalito, we’ve focussed on 3
primary objecAves
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1. Monitor and deﬁne nesAng acAvity to study how nesAng dynamic develops at the
beach
2. Design and implement an arribada protocol so we can come up with more
accurate size esAmates
3. Study where the arribada turtles are coming from by Increasing resources (people
& equipment) to be able to check arribada for tags, and tagging arribada turtles.
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• In addiAon to conducAng two 4-hour night patrol nightly, we put greater priority
on conducAng morning censuses EVERY DAY.
• Corozalito is a wonderful beach to study because short (800m) and ﬂat, making
tracks easy to count compared to our other projects at much longer beaches.
• However the town of Corozalito is a 30 min walk away. The research team has to
cross a river either way they get to the beach, and on nights with big rain storms
the road is not passable.
• By conducAng morning census we can get data from nights we don’t make it to the
beach, and also check the status of the nests lef in situ.
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• We deﬁne an arribada event as a night (or consecuAve nights) with more than 100
nesAng events.
• If nesAng acAvity increases beyond the level in which tracks can’t be counted
individually, we switch to the arribada protocol.
• We use a loose threshold of 50 turtles on the beach at once to switch to arribada
method. We ﬁnd that we can count tracks individually if there are up to 100
events in a night
• We use a simple INSTANTANEOUS COUNT METHOD, counAng all turtles on the
beach in oviposiAon every 2 hours.
• From the equaAon above we come up with an esAmate of number of females that
nest in each event.
(EquaAon based oﬀ of that described in Gates & Valverde 1996. T was 15 min).
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• We tag the second scale on each front ﬂipper with inconnel metal tags from
NaAonal Band.
• From 2012-2015 we tagged 2751 turtles nesAng solitarily on PRETOMA’s 4 nesAng
beaches. Corozalito is limited to 2-3 turtles per night due to funds.
• In 2014 we checked arribada turtles for tags and tagged a small sample of 53
arribada-nesAng turtles.
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• Picking up where I lef oﬀ with the account of the annual arribada events at
Corozalito….
• We observed one peak on August 10th of 71 nesAng acAviAes.
• Three months later on November 10th we observed an event of an esAmated 2000
nesAng females over 2 nights.
(Chart represents the number of nesAng events per day).
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• In 2013 the nesAng acAvity looked similar to that of the year before.
• There was an arribada at the end of the season of an esAmated 1300 females over
three nights.
• This was the ﬁrst year we used the arribada protocol, and we got a similar
esAmated size in 2012 and 2013.
• However, when comparing esAmates from before and afer 2013 the diﬀerent in
esAmate methods should be considered.
(Chart represents the number of nesAng events per day).
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This brings us to 2014, which blew us away with 4 arribadas. The mass nesAng events
occurred at a monthly interval between August and November.
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• The ﬁrst arribada occurred in August and was small enough to count events
individually.
• We used the arribada protocol to esAmate the size of the next three events.
• The September event lasted longer, with acAvity more diﬀusely spread over the
week.
• The October event was the largest we have ever seen at Corozalito. It was shorter
and more concentrated than the September event.
• November’s event was smaller than the previous two, and the last reported of the
season.
(Chart represents number of nesAng events per night)
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In 2015 we were holding our breath for another big year. But as usual the olive
ridleys proved to be unpredictable, and we only had a small event of 320 turtles.
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• That being said, there was a clear pabern of monthly peaks that lead up to the
November event.
• It appeared that although they didn’t progress to an arribada, there was
synchronous acAvity on a monthly interval.
(Chart represents number of nesAng events per night)
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• Now that we are up to date on Corozalito’s annual arribadas, I can present my
favourite part of the results.
• Before 2014 we were too busy developing an arribada protocol and running
around counAng turtles to be able to do anything else.
• Finally in 2014, we had enough parAcipants to check turtles for tags and tag a
small sample of arribada nesters. What we found was exciAng.
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• We encountered a total of 29 previously tagged turtles nesAng in the 4 2014
arribada events.
• Two of the turtles were tagged during one of the 2014 Corozalito arribadas, and
encountered a month later nesAng in the next arribada.
• The other 25 had been originally tagged while nesAng solitary on a variety of
nesAng beaches.
• Finally, 2 had been originally tagged in Camaronal, and we have been unable to get
data from when they were tagged.
(We have heard Camaronal also gets small arribadas, and we don’t know if the 2
turtles were originally tagged while nesAng solitarily or in one of these arribadas).
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• Of the 25 turtles that had been tagged while nesAng solitarily, 3 had nested in
previous nesAng seasons, the oldest being from Caletas 6 years before.
• The other 22 had nested during the same season on a variety of beaches. I will talk
about these beaches soon, but ﬁrst I’ll present internesAng period.
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• InternesAng interval of the “switching beheviour” turtles ranged between 15 and
47 days.
• The small sample size doesn’t allow for a staAsAcally signiﬁcant average
internesAng interval.
• However the average interval taken from the 24 previously tagged turtles that
were encountered nesAng twice during the 2014 season was 26 days.
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• Compared to the “switching behaviour turtles”, solitary nesAng turtles have a
similar range and slightly smaller average interval.
• The chart below shows the internesAng intervals of the 154 solitary nesAng turtles
recaptured at the 4 PRETOMA nesAng beaches between 2012 and 2015.
• **there were 2 more solitary intervals not included on the chart but included in
the calculaAon of average internesAng period: 53 & 70
• The average internesAng interval of 22 days is similar to those found in other
solitary olive ridley tagging studies:
1. 24.5 +/- 7.1 days, n =33 at Playa Grande, Costa Rica. (Dornfeld et al 2015)
2. 22.35 +/- 7 days, n=173 in Brazil. (Matos et al 2012)
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• Finally, I will ﬁnish the results with the locaAon of where the turtles recaptured in
the 2014 Corozalito arribabas were originally tagged.
• 9 were tagged in Corozalito
• Another 8 were tagged at the other 3 PRETOMA projects, which is a total coastal
span of 20 km….
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• In addiAon, 10 turtles were from Buenavista (ASVO), Camaronal (MINAET),
Montezuma (ASVO), and Cocalito (Refugio Romelia).
• Therefore the turtles migrated from distances up to 45 km along the coast to
parAcipate in the Corozalito arribadas.
• This is much further than the distances reported in previous studies, which found
an average distance of under 10km between the 2 same-season nesAng locaAons.
(Matos et al 2012, Hamel et al 2008)
• However the 2008 Hamel study in Australia showed 2 olive ridleys swam great
distances during the internesAng period of up to 200km. So we know olive ridleys
are capable of moving from even further beaches to parAcipate in the Corozalito
arribada.
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• Olive ridleys tagged while nesAng solitarily at the four PRETOMA projects have
been reported to re-nest in OsAonal and La Flor, Nicaragua within a nesAng
season.
• Therefore it is possible that this nesAng populaAon regularly migrates between
beaches all along the Nicoya Peninsula between internesAng periods.
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• Corozalito has peaks of acAvity much higher than other nearby nesAng beaches.
• These peaks can be hard to deﬁne because they vary between peak nights (>100
females), small events (>1000 females), and larger arribada events (up to 10000
females).
• There tends to be a pabern emerging in the peaks in the last couple of years, with
peaks occurring at monthly intervals
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Although the arribada events have greatly ﬂuctuate between the years we’ve been
monitoring Corozalito, the events appear to be growing in size and frequency
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Turtles appear to be both switching nesAng behaviours and beaches to parAcipate in
the Corozalito arribadas.
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• We have secured increased funds from the Riester FoundaAon to extend
monitoring unAl the end of February
• We will conAnue to improve the arribada method, in addiAon to collecAng more
tag data during future arribadas.
• We hope to collaborate with other beaches with similar nesAng acAvity. In
parAcular we hope to get more informaAon from Camaronal, which has reported
similar arribada events.
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I’d like to thank the following organizaAons and people for making this presentaAon
possible:
• Riester (for funding the Corozalito year afer year and covering my travel expenses
for going to this symposium)
• All of the Turtle Trax volunteers, research assistants, and coordinators who
worked hard to collect the data and protect the sea turtle nests
• And PRETOMA and Turtle Trax for covering ISTS expenses.
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